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Designer and animal enthusiast Antonio Ballatore, winner of HGTV’s Design Star and lead on HGTV’s The Antonio Treatment, has partnered with Animal Planet to bring his visionary and innovative design aesthetic to pet lovers. The newly designed spaces, renovated specifically for the homeowners and their pets, feature design elements that alter homes to become creative and purposeful spaces for all to enjoy.
CAT VS DOG

2017  PRODUCED BY MAGICAL ELVES

7X60  NEW  HD  animal planet

What happens when cats and dogs live under the same roof? Sometimes they make friends, but other times, an expert’s help is required. Join Jackson Galaxy and Zoe Sandor as they assess the conflict between cats, dogs, and the humans they live with.
Over 50% of dogs and cats in the U.S. are overweight and obese, leading to huge health issues that take years off a life. Expert pet trainer Travis Brorsen will create individual diet and exercise programs for each of the animals he meets. After setting the weight-loss wheel in motion, Brorsen checks in on the pets and their families four months later to see what the final weigh-in reveals.
The East African Elephant, a keystone species that supports multiple ecosystems and is vital for global health, is in jeopardy. One Tanzanian Ranger, Director of Anti-Poaching Robert Mande has teamed up with the non-profit American group of war-hardened veterans called VETPAW (Veterans To Protect African Wildlife). Together they’ll use on-ground intelligence to uncover crews of poachers that will lead them to larger networks, in the hope of taking down the illegal ivory syndicates that are destroying his country to fund terrorism. We’ll follow their story as they operate with locals on their travels across Tanzania in the hunt for these crews of suspected elephant poachers.
On March 26th, 2017, Akbar Salubiro set out to harvest palm fruit on the family plantation on the eastern island of Sulawesi. In a startling moment captured in cell phone footage that later went viral, Akbar’s body was discovered the next day in the belly of a 23-foot-long python. This film tells Akbar’s harrowing story alongside that of the constrictor, seeking to answer the question: How could this happen, and where might it happen next?
Renowned zoologist, animal trainer, and television presenter Dave Salmoni is no stranger to adventure. Having trekked the globe to study creatures and their unique ecosystems, Dave has walked the line between the wild and human world to explore the delicate balance between wildlife and civilization. Dave visits some of the world’s most remote islands to investigate how and why their native inhabitants have been so successful at surviving, despite the harshest of conditions.
I WAS PREY
2017  PRODUCED BY HIT + RUN CREATIVE

6X60 NEW HD animal planet

*I Was Prey* recounts the hauntingly true stories of people who found themselves in a life or death situation, face-to-face with a dangerous animal. Through intimate survivor interviews, atmospheric recreations, and visceral sound design, these emotional stories will show how quickly the comfort of home, or the quiet of the wild, can turn into a real-life nightmare when confronted by a deadly predator.

INTRUDERS
2017  PRODUCED BY ARROW INTERNATIONAL

6X60 NEW HD animal planet

*Intruders* covers real-life horror stories of homes crawling with cockroaches, over-run with rats, invaded by snakes and broken into by bears. Determined to claim homes as their own, these invaders use overwhelming numbers, sustained attacks or brute force to conquer houses and apartments. First-hand accounts, home videos and dramatic recreations tell the story of the fight to reclaim our homes, but no matter what the outcome, home will never feel the same again.
SHARK AFTER DARK 2017

2017 PRODUCED BY EMBASSY ROW

5x30 NEW HD

Late night shark show featuring celebrity guests and shark experts.

SHARKTACULAR 2017

2017 PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP

1x60 NEW HD

The must-see survival guide to Shark Week, featuring exclusive sneak peeks, viral videos, and the greatest sharks in Shark Week history.
SURVIVING HARVEY: ANIMALS AFTER THE STORM

2017 PRODUCE BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

1x60 NEW HD

Wondering about the animals affected by Hurricane Harvey? Meet the pets and owners, the wildlife and livestock the many lives hit by the storm. Witness the daring rescues, dramatic reunions and inspiring adoptions that leave hope after Harvey.

THE GUARDIANS

2017 PRODUCED BY EARTH TOUCH

6x60 NEW HD

The Guardians are the “guardian angels” of the animal world. They’re a diverse group of fearless and passionate volunteers all united in dedication to animal advocacy.
Considered the Jewel of Central America, Costa Rica is one of the most diverse places on earth. Sandwiched between two seas and two continents, nowhere else has so many different habitats squeezed into such a small space.
Animal Planet takes audiences on a first-ever, in-depth look behind the scenes at the Bronx Zoo, a New York institution and global leader in animal care and species conservation. With full access to the Bronx Zoo’s 265-acre campus, located a mere ten miles from New York’s Times Square, Animal Planet shines a light on a wondrous world of more than 6,000 animals and the 500-plus people dedicated to their care and well-being.
CRIME & INVESTIGATION
KILLING RICHARD GLOSSIP
2017 PRODUCED BY @RADICAL.MEDIA

Killing Richard Glossip profiles two condemned men in Oklahoma - Richard Glossip and Justin Sneed - and their two very different accounts of the murder of Barry Van Treese. Richard Glossip waits on death row saying he is an innocent man.
Breaking Point is the true-life crime series featuring subjects who believe they are participating in a documentary about their life of crime. What they don’t know is that they will soon face a surprise criminal intervention as friends and family confront them with the help of a top criminal defense attorney. Their options have run dry. Their demand? “Turn yourself into authorities and accept treatment now...or face immediate arrest.”

Deadly Dentists delivers true stories about dentists involved in murder, giving us reason again to say we’re afraid of the dentist. Full of twists and turns, these true stories of murder feature unique characters both in and around the patient’s chair.
GONE takes an intimate look at individuals who go missing, the loved ones they leave behind, and the journey to find out where they’ve gone. The series brings an atmospheric and unsettling quality to each story that helps convey the deep loss, longing, and unknown in every case. There is resolution in the end, but it’s rarely what anyone expects.
In a gripping six-part mini-series on Investigation Discovery, police pursue baffling murder cases. To catch the killer, detectives must reconstruct the victim’s life.

GRAVE MYSTERIES
2017  PRODUCED BY LION TELEVISION

GRAVE SECRETS
2016  PRODUCED BY RED MARBLE MEDIA

How far would you go to bury a secret? Would you kill? Grave Secrets is a haunting true crime thriller that asks a simple question: What happens when a murder investigation exposes secrets that someone wants buried forever?
HEAR NO EVIL

Hear No Evil is a gripping new series where audio evidence helps police solve real-life homicides. From random killings and revenge hits, to America's most depraved serial killers, detectives discover audio evidence of the most harrowing cases in history.
In this nerve-wracking series, a home becomes the setting for unimaginable horror. Scenes of unbearable tension grab the audience and take them along for a chilling ride into true, unbridled crime.
**KISS OF DEATH**

2017  PRODUCED BY TALOS FILMS

6X60  NEW  HD  ID

*Kiss of Death* will show what happens when love turns deadly. First person interviews with survivors and family members of victims will trace the intimate psychological and emotional twists and turns through which violence and murder can overcome love.

**LOVE KILLS**

2017  PRODUCED BY INDIGO FILMS ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

6X60  NEW  HD  ID

People say they’d die for someone they love, but these criminals would actually kill for them. *Love Kills* tells the sordid tale of lovers who vow to be together in sickness, health, and murder... couples who are willing to do anything in the name of love.
Sex Sent Me to The Slammer is a new series about couples whose sexual capers get them in trouble with the law. Each episode features two darkly funny stories of people who literally get caught with their pants down while engaging in serious hanky-panky.
Manhunt: UNABOMBER tells the dramatic and gripping true story of the FBI's hunt for the Unabomber, the deadliest serial bomber in history. The story focuses on FBI Agent and Criminal Profiler Jim "Fitz" Fitzgerald (played by Sam Worthington of "Avatar" and "Hacksaw Ridge"), who pioneered the use of forensic linguistics to identify and ultimately capture the Unabomber, Ted Kaczynski (Paul Bettany, "Captain America: Civil War," "Avengers" series and "A Beautiful Mind"). This series features both Bettany and Worthington's first major leading roles on U.S. television. As a fresh-faced criminal profiler and the newest member of the Unabom Task Force (UTF), Fitz faced an uphill battle not just against the Unabomber – one of the most sophisticated and brilliant criminals in history – but also against the bureaucracy of the UTF itself as his maverick ideas and new approaches were dismissed by the system.
MURDER CHOSE ME
2017 PRODUCED BY JUPITER ENTERTAINMENT

Homicide Detective Rod Demery has a very personal connection to crime. His mother was murdered, and his brother is a murderer. Every episode we’ll watch Rod solve another tangled murder case from his files, with the help of his interrogation skills.

SCENE OF THE CRIME WITH TONY HARRIS
2017 PRODUCED BY PART2 PICTURES

Scene of The Crime with Tony Harris explores the secret world behind the crime. In this immersive and investigative series, Emmy-Award-winning journalist Tony Harris reveals a family, a neighborhood, an entire town, changed forever.
For 35 years, investigative journalist Maria Elena Salinas has brought stories to life that interest and affect America’s vast Latino community. In The Real Story With Maria Elena Salinas, Salinas peels back the layers of national headline-making crimes in search of new evidence, unheard perspectives, and updates to the cases.
MURDER IN THE HEARTLAND
2017     PRODUCED BY AMPLE LLC

Every episode documents a town and its people through a murder that tore through it. The townspeople not only become our storytellers, but they also hold the clues to the puzzle that has forever changed their lives and how they understand their home.

REASONABLE DOUBT
2017     PRODUCED BY PAINLESS TELEVISION

Two investigators re-examine controversial murder cases to help the desperate families of those convicted decide if it’s time to appeal... or accept the guilty verdict once and for all.
SHATTERED
2017 PRODUCED BY RED MARBLE MEDIA

Shattered is about the impact of a crime... and what follows that life-changing collision. Anchored by three distinct but connected POVs, this original series explores how a crime forever alters the lives of those involved.

SON OF SAM: THE HUNT FOR A KILLER
2017 PRODUCED BY CREAM PRODUCTIONS

A look into the shocking serial killings of young couples that terrorized New York 40 years ago, and the remarkable hunt to find the killer and bring him to justice, told by victims, families of the deceased and the detectives who worked the case.
Legendary NYPD Detective Ralph Friedman walks viewers through some of the thousands of white-knuckle cases he investigated while working the mean streets of New York City’s notorious 41st precinct. Dubbed “Ft. Apache” during the city’s most violent years, the 41st precinct was home to every type of violent crime imaginable. From seemingly unsolvable murder cases, to undercover busts and deadly shootouts in broad daylight, Detective Friedman has been involved in some of the most intense, life threatening situations.
He’s a sweet kid from a nice family. That’s his story, clean and simple. Until one night something horrible happens and he’s accused of murder. What are lies? What is the truth? Is our protagonist a cold-blooded killer? Or is he just The Perfect Suspect?
For ten years, a strange string of murders stalked the people of a quaint New York town. As death hung over the town of Dryden, outsiders whispered about a curse. Now, for the first time, residents speak about the mysterious events in their town.

Behind the discovery of every Jane Doe lies two stories: the detectives puzzling out her identity and how she died, and her family struggling to find her. In each episode, we give a voice to the nameless and a final resting place to a missing loved one.
Designer and animal enthusiast Antonio Ballatore, winner of HGTV’s Design Star and lead on HGTV’s The Antonio Treatment, has partnered with Animal Planet to bring his visionary and innovative design aesthetic to pet lovers. The newly designed spaces, renovated specifically for the homeowners and their pets, feature design elements that alter homes to become creative and purposeful spaces for all to enjoy.
Entrepreneurial brothers Carlos and Pedro, coupled with their car savant and best friend Niko, are in the business of recovering these hidden gems and re-glorifying the holy grails left for dead. Leaving no stone unturned, they scour the mountains, forests, and farmlands of the Pacific Northwest by foot and flight – whatever it takes. Once recovered, the team returns to the shop to assess their haul and get down and dirty revitalizing the classics.

Car fanatic Nate Boyer builds and customizes anything that moves. As the owner of Kultured Customs, a thriving hot rod and car resto-mod shop, Nate is always looking for the next big project to reap huge profits. Now, he is taking his biggest gamble yet and opening "The Doghouse", a community garage that’s open to hobbyists and auto mechanics (aka ‘Dogs’) looking to test their build skills. Nate rigorously vets promising candidates that will use his space, equipment, and brains in exchange for a cut of their final flip.
Ralph Holguin lives by one motto: “Don’t dream it, build it.” That philosophy has fueled Holguin, a Mexican immigrant and high school dropout, to take a car wash business he started at 19 and build it into the RMD Group, a premiere full-service marketing agency whose work is embraced by top automotive brands. Within RMD Group, Holguin has created one of the hottest automotive restoration shops in Southern California. His RMD Garage fully restores and customizes classic cars into show-stopping, remarkable vehicles that fans across the country crave.

Following young prodigy Noah Alexander and his team at the elite automotive shop Classic Car Studio in St. Louis, Missouri, Speed is The New Black features the intricate builds coming out of Noah’s shop with the end goal of creating a fast and furious ride. Noah and his team redesign classic cars from a 1962 Corvette to a 1990 Porsche 911 and everything in between, creating custom pieces of art designed for the open road.
For visionary designer Alex Vega, custom cars are like an art form, a way for owners to express their unique personality while enjoying the thrill of driving. At the Auto Firm in Miami, Vega has built a thriving business creating exceptional super cars for superstars including international recording artist Marc Anthony, M.L.B. star Yoenis Cespedes, undefeated championship boxer Floyd Mayweather and singer/rapper Akon.

Garage Rehab follows Richard Rawlings and his team as they travel across America to find shops in need of transformation. Once a garage is identified and the deal is sealed, Richard takes over, making all decisions for the business as he works to revamp and revitalize the enterprise.
**EVIL THINGS**

2017 PRODUCED BY PAINLESS TELEVISION

8X60 $NEW$ HD DESTINATION AMERICA

Evil Things reveals the horrifying stories of people who barely survived terrifying paranormal activity caused by possessed or cursed objects. Each twisted mystery exposes the sinister secrets hiding within the most innocent items.

**HAUNTED TOWNS**

2017 PRODUCED BY TREMENDOUS! ENTERTAINMENT

8X60 $NEW$ HD DESTINATION AMERICA

The Tennessee Wraith Chasers - Chris, Doogie, Porter and Brannon - travel America exploring the country’s most haunted towns. The team interviews witnesses, investigates hotspots using the latest ghost-hunting technology and follow new leads until they can pinpoint who is haunting the town and why. Their goal is to find out if there is any truth to the stories about each town’s paranormal activity.
For father-son duo Doug and Brad DeBerti, custom car building isn’t just a hobby, it’s their life. Together, they push the boundaries on each custom build to create outrageous, state-of-the-art vehicles. Brad is known for something different, he’s a racing prodigy. In 2014, the DeBerti’s used their successes in the garage to help fund and launch Brad’s racing career and he took the motorsports world by storm – winning the 2015 Pro-Light Rookie of the Year, followed by the 2016 Lucas Oil Off Road - Pro-Light championship. Now Brad is ready to get back in the hot seat, with his sights set once again on NASCAR. And this time he’s being mentored by NASCAR Driver, Joey Logano. Throughout the season, Joey will guide Brad on his quest to become a NASCAR driver. But to fund that dream, the DeBerti’s will need to continue to innovate and create the most amazing custom cars and trucks on the market.
Tim Kennedy, a Special Forces Sniper who served tours in Iraq, Afghanistan and other locations around the globe, is also a top 5 professional MMA fighter with grit and dedication to the values of hard work and humility. Now he’s ready to tackle some of the toughest jobs ever by risking life and limb to highlight the unsung heroes of the American workforce.
Move over MacGyver, Last Outpost takes inventive ingenuity to the extreme in the treacherous turf of Alaska! Backcountry builders Clint Greathouse and Todd Anderson create one-of-a-kind builds, using nothing but recycled parts, out-of-the box creativity, and sheer determination. From souped-up monster trucks to airplane-converted survival pods, these builds will blow your mind, but can they withstand the dangerous Alaskan terrain?
From the Montana Rockies to the Kansas wheat fields and the Gulf of Mexico, families who work the land and sea are crossing political divides to find unexpected ways to protect the natural resources vital to their livelihoods and the nation.
SACRED STEEL BIKES

2016  PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS

Jason Wilson opened Sacred Steel with his motley crew of misfit friends. They founded Douche Larouche, now a full-fledged institution, complete with bylaws and regular meetings ("church"), and in chapters across the country and across the globe. Club members range from outlaws, to noteworthy fabricators and childhood friends, to highly connected icons in the world of underground bikes.

TEXAS METAL

2017  PRODUCED BY SONAR ENTRAINMENT DISTRIBUTION

Metal miracles is the name of the game for the team at Ekstensive Metal Works who create some of the biggest, flashiest, most creative builds anywhere. "Texas Metal" dives into the outrageous truck customizations that Ekstensive's owner Bill Carlton and his welding team design and build.
Just south of San Francisco lies a region that has spawned not just new products but whole new industries, from vacuum tubes to radio, microchips to personal computers, mobile devices, apps and social media. Home to Apple and Facebook, Intel and Google, there is simply no other place on earth that can rival its remarkable record of innovation. A new Science Channel three-part documentary series will provide a comprehensive look at the century-and-a-half history of this fascinating place, and reveal how and why it became such a fertile ground for technological breakthroughs.

THE THREE WISE MEN

The Three Kings - were they noble pilgrims, shamans dedicated to the cult of stars or priests of the Zoroastrian God? Historians set out to find out who the Magi actually were.
Hoarding: Buried Alive goes inside the lives of compulsive hoarders to explore the psychological obsession to accumulate & save everyday things, and with the help of experts, attempt to unlock the key to their compulsion to restore their lives to normalcy.
I WANT THAT WEDDING
2018 PRODUCED BY PIE TOWN PRODUCTIONS

6x60 NEW HD TLC

Newly engaged couples trying to agree on their wedding budget go to three different weddings: one in her desired price range, one at his price point and one in the middle. In the end, they’ll have to decide on the ideal budget for their special day.

SA Y YES: WEDDING SOS
2018 PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS

6x60 NEW HD TLC

Fashion-challenged brides and grooms undergo physical transformations for the most memorable days of their lives - their weddings. Experience the highs and lows as these style-blind sweethearts revamp their look just in time for their big day.
You’re faced with an offer that could drastically improve your life but would force you to do something immoral. What would you do? Indecent Proposal tells these stories of people at the very moment they’re confronted with a moral dilemma.
Millions of Americans go online searching for their soul mate, but many are making bad first impressions and a disastrous dating profile can kill your chances of finding love. In Love at First Swipe, dating expert Devyn Simone and style expert Clinton Kelly team up to help single ladies find love in the image-is-everything world of online dating.
Tyson and Audy Leavitt are living their dream by creating elaborate and over-the-top playhouses out of their family-run shop. From castles to pirate ships, these playhouses have amazing angles and details you’d have to see to believe!

The American landscape is dotted with natural relics of all shapes and sizes begging for rediscovery – from fallen trees and decrepit barns to abandoned railroad cars. Enter Jay Chaikin, master reclaimer, restoration expert and visionary designer with a passion to bring people closer to the natural environment. Chaikin scours the countryside to reclaim the coolest vintage structures and relics and transform them into livable, spectacular spaces that look as if they were placed there by nature.
With over 25 million views, Veronica “Pooh” Nash-Poleate has solidified her place in viral history with her unique brand of countrified, no-BS advice videos. Pooh’s weekly online PSA's on Facebook feature her hilarious opinions on everything from bathroom etiquette to misbehaving teens. With degrees in psychology and education, Pooh is an unexpected, yet qualified expert with loads of legit guidance to give, and fortunately for us she loves to share.

The Healer follows the life and work of Charlie Goldsmith who has the ability to heal people with his mind.
Suddenly Rich features the stories of individuals who have come into quick and surprising money, fortune, and fame. We follow the life transformations that come from unexpected (and sometimes overnight) riches falling into the laps of ordinary people.

This series is a chance for viewers to witness and share in life’s unforgettable, personal, and life-changing moments Live and uncensored as they happen. Live Raw Unfiltered Emotional Shocking Anything can happen!
Unexpected explores the ups and downs of three pregnant teen couples who are entirely unprepared to have a child and their parents or grandparents who must step in and help through this huge life change. Tensions mount between the families as everyone has conflicting ideas for what is best for the young parents and their child – from where they will live to whether or not they should get married.
LOCAL COMMISSIONS
112 FIREFIGHTERS IN ACTION
2018 PRODUCED BY FILMREIF TV GMBH

S1 10X60 S2 10X60 NEW DMAX

They’ve made a childhood dream come true: They work as firemen to save other people’s lives. The firefighters tackle different kinds of situation every day: they extinguish major fires or rescue crash victims. And, in rotating shifts, they also work as paramedics.

HELI HEROES
2018 PRODUCED BY JANUS TV GMBH

6X60 NEW HD DMAX

Closer than ever before, Heli Heroes, accompanies real helicopter crews in their risky and exciting missions: Some of them save people, others carry heavy cargo. By doing this they regularly risk their lives. Again and again. Every day. In each episode three out of six permanent and recurring crews are in the center of the narrative. We are involved in their exciting and challenging assignments, marked by vigorous guys and their real friendships.
The Bundesautobahn 2 is one of Europe’s busiest, most dangerous and most important highways. The east-to-west axis connects several large industrial areas in the Benelux, in Germany and Eastern Europe. It has six lanes from its start in Oberhausen to its end close to Berlin. But besides being this dangerous the A2 also is the lifeline for a lot of people. It’s their working place and most important road when getting around or getting anywhere at all.

Every year, hundreds of young officers of the Indian Army make their way to the sleepy town of Belgaum in Karnataka. But for them, this tropical paradise is no holiday. They are about to be put through a living nightmare that will crush their body.
12 people head off to the Yukon Territory to work with David Millar in his search for gold. Who will survive & win the right to work on the claim with David in 2019 & share his gold rush
Glider, fire trucks, propeller planes, construction machines, helicopter or jets with real turbines. In "Die Modellbauer - Das Duell" experienced and passionate model builders fiddle on exciting and spectacular models. Only the best model builders compete in this challenge. DMAX accompanies twelve teams of candidates in six different categories on their way to the grand finale at the model building fair "Intermodellbau Dortmund" in April 2017.

This three-part special pairs up six of Asia’s young chefs as they embark on a journey to discover Hong Kong as guests of leading food critic Michelle Loo. Michelle has invited the chefs to explore their favorite aspects of the islands and use this inspiration to make their own interpretations of Hong Kong’s signature flavors in a dinner banquet for Michelle and a few of her selected friends. In each episode, the pair of featured chefs visit different areas of Hong Kong and use their experience as inspiration for cooking. They also learn about the customs, history and lifestyles associated with the food.
OPERATION LOT
2016-2017 PRODUCED BY AFFINITY CINE

Operacja: Lot is the first Polish production showing up close locations which only a handful of people can normally access. How is it to work in the air traffic control? What does it take to repair a state of the art airliner? What to do in case of emergency on board? In six episodes Operacja: Lot shows multiple storylines focusing on behind the scenes work of airlines and the airport. In each episode Discovery Channel viewers will see people who daily must face unique challenges in order to provide safety and comfort of flights. Putting down a fire on board of an airplane or catching smugglers are just few of the very stressful situations for which heroes of our show must be prepared.
SAVING BRITAIN’S WILDLIFE

2018  PRODUCED BY MIDDLE CHILD PRODUCTIONS

10X60  NEW  HD  QUEST

Filmed over six months we meet the everyday heroes that go above and beyond to rescue trapped, sick and injured animals from deadly situations. Saving Britain’s Wildlife follows the RSPCA in their battle to protect nearly a thousand different species of wild animals fighting for survival in the dwindling wild spaces left by our expanding urban jungle. We witness the dramatic rescues of wildlife in danger, including a goose impaled with a crossbow bolt through the neck and a deer trapped upside down between two walls. We follow the twists and turns of their rehabilitation and watch the emotionally charged moments they are released back into the wild.
The Great Indian Factory is a series that shows how the common everyday items (including clothing & accessories, food items, technology driven products, etc.), which we seldom stop to think about, are manufactured in the hi-tech Indian factories.
WHEN WE LEFT THE EARTH: MOON LANDING SPECIAL
2010   PRODUCED BY DANGEROUS FILMS LTD

On July 20th, 1969, Apollo 11 achieved the impossible, landing men on the moon. Featuring new moon walk footage, and first-person accounts from Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin.

GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE
2017   PRODUCED BY PIONEER FILM & TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS

On August 21, 2017, a total eclipse of the sun passed over the United States for the first time in 26 years. In Great American Eclipse, Science Channel brings this incredible moment to viewers in a three-part special.
Hacking the Wild

In *Hacking the Wild* ‘digital survivalist’ Andy Quitmeyer goes deep into some of the most remote parts of the world armed with nothing but every-day technology and science to survive the wilderness. Each episode follows Quitmeyer as he hacks his way back to civilization using a hybrid of time-tested outdoor survival skills and a backpack’s worth of wires, laptops and tracking devices.

The Game Changers: Inventing the World

This inspiring character-led series follows teams of visionaries who are determined to make breakthroughs in engineering, technology and science.
HOT GREASE
2017  PRODUCED BY LOST FOOTAGE FILMS

The surprising story of how the bio-diesel industry is turning an ostensibly worthless raw material—spent kitchen grease—into a green energy source capable of fueling all of the trains, ships, and trucks throughout the country.
MYSTERIES OF THE MISSING
2017  PRODUCED BY WALL TO WALL MEDIA

Host Terry O’Quinn follows the new investigations and the latest science that try to solve shocking and infamous disappearances. Cutting-edge technology and state-of-the-art methods shed fresh light on iconic mysteries that have defied explanation.

SECRETS OF THE UNDERGROUND
2017  PRODUCED BY LUCKY 8 TV

Scientist Rob Nelson investigates the strangest underground locations in the world, using the latest technology and research to shed new light on the secrets that lie just beneath our feet.
Science guy Kevin Delaney leaves his lab behind to hit the streets for experiments that are so unusual, off-beat, and so unexpected they will blow your mind.
On a remote Caribbean island, seven challengers will take on Mother Nature’s most brutal obstacle course. Their goal: to not only survive the wild, but to master it. In an epic journey through four distinct terrains; the jungle, coast, mountains and canyons, these men and women must live completely off the land, while tackling the most punishing obstacles on earth. They will face conditions that early inhabitants tackled hundreds of years ago, relying on nothing more than basic tools, mental toughness and brute strength. Seven will attempt to conquer the island of Dominica, but only one will become American Tarzan.

Discovery is taking survival to a new level as they search for the most talented bushcrafters from across the U.S. Hosted by primitive skills master Matt Graham, Bushcraft Build-Off is a competition series where elite builders compete in a grueling, seven-day race against the clock. The builders can only use the natural materials in their immediate surroundings. Leading the Bushcraft Build-Off charge is legendary bushcrafter Matt Graham (Dual Survival). In each episode, Matt challenges two master bushcrafters to compete head-to-head in builds that test their abilities in different environments, topography and primitive living challenges.
DARKNESS

2017 PRODUCED BY ELECTUS

Inspired by sensory-deprivation training used by NASA and Special Forces, “Darkness” is a groundbreaking next-generation challenge of mental and physical survival. Three survivalists are trapped inside cave systems, abandoned mines and underground labyrinths for up to six days, pushing themselves to their mental and physical limits, working as a team to survive, stay sane and find the exit back to the light. Darkness intimately takes audiences through the mental and physiological effects of prolonged light deprivation and chronicles their attempts to survive underground.

DEVIL’S CANYON

2017 PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT

Deep in the bush of British Columbia there is a new gold rush happening in area known as Devil’s Canyon. Hundreds of millions of dollars in gold are waiting for anyone who is willing to risk their life to get it. Gold miners Boyce Goff and Ben van der Valk separately venture deep into the forest, past where big mining companies can reach, in search of the next big pay streak. They must pack in everything they need to mine and survive the cruel wilderness of Devil’s Canyon. Alone for weeks, and racing against the coming of winter, both men battle to stay alive in one of the harshest environments on Earth, all for the chance to walk home with a fortune.
EVEREST RESCUE
2017 PRODUCED BY BETTY TV

Every year, hundreds of climbers and Sherpas attempt to scale one of the most beautiful and dangerous wonders of the world: Mount Everest. For every 10 people who reach the summit, one will die trying. With the margin of error between life and death so fine, the fate of even the most experienced climbers and Sherpas rests in the hands of the world’s most elite band of helicopter pilots. Everest Rescue journeys to the tops of the treacherous Everest Himalayan Mountains, highlighting the work of a rare breed of pilots who put their lives on the line to save those facing certain death.
Ed Stafford tackles some of the planet’s most extreme environments, to find out what it’s really like when you’re lost, alone, and desperately searching for a safe route back to civilization.
BAKED IN VERMONT
2017-2018 PRODUCED BY SWITCHBLADE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

Self-taught baker, teacher and cookbook author Gesine Prado believes anyone can bake! From sweet cakes, cookies and pies to savory meals, she’s sharing tips from her Vermont farmhouse that show how baking can be easy, accessible and fun.
CHEFS Sam and Cody Carroll are famous for their down-home, award-winning restaurants in southern Louisiana. They take the freshest ingredients from their family farm and create new twists on classic Cajun dishes.

For six weeks, eight skilled bakers are challenged to use their style and technical abilities to make stunning, tasty treats. The baker that impresses the judges the most takes home $25,000 and the title of Best Baker in America.

Chefs Sam and Cody Carroll are famous for their down-home, award-winning restaurants in southern Louisiana. They take the freshest ingredients from their family farm and create new twists on classic Cajun dishes.
The perfect party needs the perfect cake! Party hosts meet with three cake designers who present their jaw-dropping dessert concepts. Once the winning design is picked, will the cake make it to the big event in one piece?

Only a few master cake bakers have the skills to win Cake Wars. Jonathan Bennett hosts this grueling competition where expert bakers go toe-to-toe to see whose mind-blowing cake creation will be the star of a major event.
Vegas is all about celebrating, and Freed’s Bakery makes it happen! From a Cadillac cake for a rockabilly weekend to a stuntman’s birthday cake depicting a record jump, this iconic bakery brings a sugary good side to Sin City.
Adventurous blogger Ali Khan only has 12 hours and 35 bucks to find the best deals for breakfast, lunch, dinner and a snack. He’s in a new city every episode, hunting for good food on a tight budget.
Ching He Huang travels through Asia seeking delicious and unusual dishes in every city she visits. She’ll visit all kinds of eateries and watch the local chefs prepare their mouthwatering creations before trying them herself.
CHOPPED JUNIOR
2015-2017 PRODUCED BY NOTIONAL

SEASONS 1-7 AVAILABLE NEW NEW EPISODES HD food network

Little chefs with tremendous ambition take over the Chopped Kitchen to make unforgettable meals from mystery ingredients. Each young chef brings energy and originality, but only one will be declared champion.

CHRISTMAS COOKIE CHALLENGE
2017 PRODUCED BY TRIAGE LLC

7X60 NEW HD food network

Daring bakers compete to prove they have what it takes to make awesome holiday confections. After the luster dust clears, three tough judges will gift one lucky cookie maker with a $10,000 grand prize.
Do carrots really improve our eyesight? Did salt win the Civil War? Explore accidental discoveries, clever marketing ploys, and war propaganda campaigns to uncover the food mysteries that are baked inside everything we eat.

FOOD: FACT OR FICTION
2016-2018     PRODUCED BY REVELATIONS ENTERTAINMENT

SEASONS 1-4 AVAILABLE   NEW   HD

Chef Rashad Jones goes on the road trip of his dreams to meet others who share his passion for barbecue and find the best dishes the country has to offer.

EAT, SLEEP, BBQ
2017     PRODUCED BY LANDO ENTERTAINMENT

6X30   NEW   HD
GIADA ENTERTAINS
2016-2017 PRODUCED BY LINGUINE PICTURES

Whether it’s a casual game night, a family get-together or a big party, Giada De Laurentiis shares tips, secrets and recipes for planning the perfect event.

GIADA IN ITALY
2015-2016 PRODUCED BY LINGUINE PICTURES

Giada goes back to Italy to reconnect with her roots. Whether digging into her family’s recipe book, touring her grandfather’s pasta factory or sharing Italian culture with her daughter, this trip’s all about the cuisine.
Giada De Laurentiis and her daughter, Jade, are spending summer on the coast and inviting friends and family to visit. Each weekend, the girls and their guests cook up delicious, casual meals in the kitchen and around the grill.

Giada’s Holiday Handbook is the ultimate resource for creative and doable entertaining ideas. In each episode, Giada tackles an entertaining or holiday focused theme, and offers a clever plan for pulling off the perfect party.
Cookbook author, food blogger and Midwest transplant Molly Yeh embraces her country life and makes dishes inspired by her Jewish and Chinese heritage -- with a taste of the Midwest, too.
Guy Fieri steps into the role of producer to create the next big Food Network show. Using his passion for food and travel, Guy takes eight hopeful hosts on the road to see if their concepts can make the cut.

Guy Fieri invites his heavy-hitter chef friends over for a spontaneous Sunday cook-off. Each chef comes up with unique, flavorful dishes that are easy enough for anyone to make at home.
HOLIDAY BAKING CHAMPIONSHIP

2014-2017 PRODUCED BY TRIAGE LLC

4 SEASONS AVAILABLE NEW HD food

Bakers compete in the Holiday Kitchen for a chance to win $25,000. They celebrate the season as they share family traditions and show off superb baking skills in front of tough-love judges.

HOLIDAY COOKIE BUILDS

2018 PRODUCED BY CRAZY COOKIE

6X30 NEW HD cooking

Salt Lake City friends and baking experts Brenda Nibley and Alisha Nuttall transform clients’ requests into edible masterpieces for the holidays with the help of their Gingerbread Dream Team.
**I HART FOOD**

2017 PRODUCED BY WARRIOR POETS

6x30 NEW HD food

YouTube star Hannah Hart sets out across America to discover popular regional fare. From lobster in Maine and chiles in New Mexico to fried dishes in North Carolina, she’s on the lookout for the country’s most incredible foods.

**KITCHEN SINK**

2016-2017 PRODUCED BY BSTV ENTERTAINMENT

S1 6x30 S2 6x30 NEW NEW EPISODES HD food

Kitchen Sink is a fun-filled show dedicated to all things buzzy and exciting in food and cooking. With a rotating lineup of hosts from The Kitchen and special surprise guests, each episode focuses on a new theme and dives deep into food trends, kitchen hacks, cooking shortcuts and more. From cupcake techniques to culinary timesavers, it’s everything food-obsessed AND the kitchen sink.
MAN’S GREATEST FOOD
2017-2018  PRODUCED BY BEYOND MEDIA

Roger Mooking sets out on a culinary odyssey to hunt down can’t-be-missed food creations. From steaks and pizza to seafood and pork, no eatery is too far out of the way on the quest to find the country’s most mouthwatering fare.
SOUTHERN AND HUNGRY

2017  PRODUCED BY LANDO ENTERTAINMENT

6x30  NEW  HD

Southern food expert Damaris Phillips and NASCAR personality Rutledge Wood road trip through the American South to discover real down-home restaurants that serve up comfort food with a side of Southern hospitality.

THE BEST THING I EVER ATE

2009-2017  PRODUCED BY AUTHENTIC ENTERTAINMENT

SEASONS 1-7 AVAILABLE  NEW  NEW EPISODES  HD

Food Network stars showcase dishes at the top of their must-try lists. From breakfast to dessert and everything in between, chefs and cooks that have mastered these eats give the low-down on how they’re made.
TIA MOWRY AT HOME
2015-2017 PRODUCED BY NOTIONAL

SEASONS 1-3 AVAILABLE NEW NEW EPISODES HD food

From date night to girls’ night, Tia Mowry always keeps things real: real food, real fast and real fun. Tia invites us into her life, where every meal is served with a side of laughter, love, family and friendship.

WATCH NOW

UNIQUE SWEETS
2011-2016 PRODUCED BY IW PRODUCTIONS

SEASONS 1-7 AVAILABLE NEW NEW EPISODES HD COOKING

Unique Sweets is an insider’s peek into innovative eateries across America that are creating the most unique and exciting desserts today.

WATCH NOW
Unwrapped 2.0 is a fun and fascinating look at the amazing processes, great stories and interesting people behind the creation of America's favorite snacks. Hosted by Alfonso Ribeiro, Unwrapped 2.0 features everything from classic childhood treats to the latest candy crazes. Whether you like your snacks sweet or savory, crispy or gooey, Unwrapped 2.0 offers behind-the-scenes access to get you a front row seat to see them made.
Real estate expert Wayne Chi uses his unique approach to help homebuyers find their Hawaiian dream home. From hidden haunts to outrageous island adventures, he shows the fun that awaits just steps from their potential new homes.

Brother-Sister duo Michelle and David Jaime remodel Hawaiian homes using local tricks of the trade. They make the most of their sibling rivalry and work side-by-side to amaze and inspire their clients.
Backyard eyesores are converted into rental wonders. Ben Sargent and his team transform broken sheds, dilapidated barns and dismal outbuildings into invaluable sources of second income.

The Garage Brothers clear clutter free of charge. The catch? They get to keep whatever they find. Homeowners get the garage, attic or basement they’ve always dreamed of, but will it come at the price of a lost treasure?
Mark Bowe and his crew of West Virginia master craftsmen salvage antique barns and cabins, reusing the wood to create stunning, modern homes. They’ll stop at nothing to give 200-year-old structures new life.
BEACH HUNTERS
2016-2018 PRODUCED BY BLAST! FILMS

SEASONS 1-3 AVAILABLE NEW HD diy

Buyers get help searching for their dream homes on the sand in exquisite beach destinations. Along with their agents, they tour properties before choosing homes that fit their budgets and wish lists.

BEACHFRONT BARGAIN HUNT RENOVATION
2015-2017 PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT

SEASONS 1-3 AVAILABLE NEW HD diy

New owners tackle the tough job of transforming their vacation properties into relaxing getaways. With a little imagination and a lot of muscle, they’ll turn their affordable beach home into a vacation oasis.
Husband-wife duo Jon and Kristen Meier convert shipping containers into charming homes. Working out of a barn on her parents’ farm in Needville, Texas, they bring their clients’ visions to life with help from the entire family.
Marine contractor Jason Varney and his team take docks to the next level, creating custom deck spaces for clients who love their lakeside living.
Armed with varying skill levels, novice flippers attempt to turn a disaster house into a high-dollar flip. Will these ambitious buyers make the sale, or will they be stuck with a renovation nightmare?

Husband-wife team Andy and Ashley Williams are military veterans turned real estate investors. With tight budgets and even tighter timelines, the duo is on a mission to rehab rundown homes in the hot.
A little cash can go a long way with the right amount of creativity! Given only $500, contestants scour flea market booths and tents in search of items they can buy, fix and then flip for a profit.
Unstoppable mother-daughter duo Karen E. Laine and Mina Starisk transform rundown houses into stunning urban remodels in Indianapolis. See this dynamic team in action as they revitalize their hometown one property at a time.

Daring homeowners ditch everyday life in search of the perfect RV to take on an open road adventure.

Unstoppable mother-daughter duo Karen E. Laine and Mina Starisk transform rundown houses into stunning urban remodels in Indianapolis. See this dynamic team in action as they revitalize their hometown one property at a time.
Husband-and-wife team Erin and Ben Napier bring their small Mississippi hometown back to life with modern and affordable updates to its historic homes.
In search of a peaceful, healthy lifestyle filled with sun-drenched beaches and gorgeous weather, potential homeowners shop for houses along the Mediterranean Sea.

**ISLAND LIFE**
2015-2017 PRODUCED BY LEFT/RIGHT

SEASONS 1-8 AVAILABLE NEW HD HGTV

Most people only fantasize about living on an island, but we'll prove that an Island Life is possible for anyone. Tropical dreamers will be shown island properties that fit all budgets, from ultra-affordable to totally outrageous.

**MEDITERRANEAN LIFE**
2017 PRODUCED BY TVN

15X30 NEW HD HGTV

In search of a peaceful, healthy lifestyle filled with sun-drenched beaches and gorgeous weather, potential homeowners shop for houses along the Mediterranean Sea.
Homebuyers search for tropical getaways in the sun, sand and surf of coastal Mexico. Local realtors help them find their own paradise, whether it's a vibrant nightlife, sizzling culinary scene or just a secluded place to relax.
What happens after families purchase affordable vacation homes that need a little work? With a bit of imagination and a lot of muscle, they’ll transform their new properties into the relaxing getaways they had always envisioned.

LAKEFRONT BARGAIN HUNT
2014-2017  PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT

Homebuyers on tight budgets learn how to find the lakefront property of their dreams in affordable locations.

LAKEFRONT BARGAIN HUNT RENOVATION
2017  PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT

What happens after families purchase affordable vacation homes that need a little work? With a bit of imagination and a lot of muscle, they’ll transform their new properties into the relaxing getaways they had always envisioned.
Builder Chase Morrill teams up with his brother, sister and best friend to find and restore abandoned cabins buried deep in the remote woods of Maine.

2016-2017 PRODUCED BY ORION MULTIMEDIA & DORSEY PICTURES

S1 11x60 S2 16x60 NEW NEW EPISODES HD diynetwork

MAINE CABIN MASTERS

Builder Chase Morrill teams up with his brother, sister and best friend to find and restore abandoned cabins buried deep in the remote woods of Maine.

2016-2018 PRODUCED BY PIE TOWN PRODUCTIONS, LEFTFIELD PICTURES,PINK SNEAKERS PRODUCTIONS, JUMA ENTERTAINMENT, GLASS ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

SEASONS 1-7 AVAILABLE NEW NEW EPISODES HD HGTV

POOL KINGS

Builder Chase Morrill teams up with his brother, sister and best friend to find and restore abandoned cabins buried deep in the remote woods of Maine.
EXTREME HOTELS

2014 PRODUCED BY BEYOND MEDIA

Check into Extreme Hotels for an adrenaline-charged tour of the wildest places to stay on the planet. From haunted hotels to a 150-foot crane suite; ice hotels to prison cells; and tree house suites to bomb shelter caves. With over fourteen million hotel rooms on the planet, we’ll explore the most extraordinary and unusual places to spend the night and find out what makes them so extreme.

ULTIMATE POOLS

2016 PRODUCED BY WARM SPRINGS PRODUCTIONS

Ever wanted to float through a private aquarium or swim high above the city lights? Go across America and see the coolest dream pools that creativity, cutting-edge aesthetics and a pretty penny can buy.
REHAB ADDICT

2016-2017 PRODUCED BY MAGNETIC PRODUCTIONS, DEPARTURE FILMS

SEASONS 1-8 AVAILABLE NEW NEW EPISODES HD SD HGTV

Nicole Curtis saves ramshackle homes from the wrecking ball and restores the properties to their original stunning glory. She wields her hammer with skill as the historic homes become the pride of the neighborhood once again.

RESTORED

2016 PRODUCED BY 11 TELEVISION

13X60 NEW HD diy

Preservationist Brett Waterman transforms historic homes with fascinating stories and unrealized potential. He focuses on homes with tons of character hiding beneath neglect and bad renovations, restoring their former glory.
Good Morning America chief meteorologist Ginger Zee and her husband, Ben Aaron, are remodeling their first house together. As they renovate the home of their dreams, they will acquire new skills, patience and valuable lessons.

What’s hiding behind those 100-year-old walls? Jessie and Tina Rodriguez, a married pair of successful flippers with a passion for vintage homes, never know what they’ll discover as they try to turn a profit.
STONE HOUSE REVIVAL
2015-2017 PRODUCED BY MAGNETIC PRODUCTIONS

$1 14X30 $2 14X30 NEW EPISODES HD

In Bucks County, PA, where the structures are older than the country itself, master carpenter Jeff Devlin revives the charm of rundown homes and turns them into modern spaces, all while preserving their historical integrity.

THE TREE HOUSE GUYS
2014-2017 PRODUCED BY ORION MULTIMEDIA

SEASONS 1-3 AVAILABLE NEW EPISODES HD

A six-member team of expert builders and designers travels the country to build luxurious, custom treehouses.
Longing for wide-open spaces, these buyers scour the countryside for the farmhouse of their dreams. From sprawling acreage to quaint country living, they’ll find affordable locations with natural beauty but nobody dies.

Homebuyers across the country hunt for tiny houses that fit their lifestyle. They view multiple homes under 600 square feet before deciding if they are ready to join the tiny house movement.

Longing for wide-open spaces, these buyers scour the countryside for the farmhouse of their dreams. From sprawling acreage to quaint country living, they’ll find affordable locations with natural beauty but nobody dies.
WINDY CITY REHAB

2017    PRODUCED BY BIG TABLE MEDIA

11X60    NEW    HD    HGTV

Interior designer Alison Victoria buys and restores historic Chicago homes. No matter what challenges lie beneath decades of paint and plaster, she works to save unique features while updating the space with her luxurious style.

YOU LIVE IN WHAT?

2014-2016    PRODUCED BY ORION MULTIMEDIA

SEASONS 1-4 AVAILABLE    NEW    NEW EPISODES    HD    HGTV

With imagination, tenacity and a few bucks, people have turned the most unlikely places into personal palaces. Meet gutsy visionaries who found beauty in dilapidated commercial spaces, turning them into one-of-a-kind homes.
Big Time RV gives you an all-access pass inside America’s most prestigious RV dealership. See how they try to satisfy the demands of RV lovers looking to buy or rent the biggest, most over-the-top RVs in the business.

Adventurous families go on wild adventures searching for the boat of their dreams. Along the way, they’re exploring new destinations, experiencing fun water activities and learning what boating features they can’t live without.
Host Jack Maxwell crisscrosses the globe in search of the world’s most interesting alcoholic drinks and the people who enjoy them.

A high-altitude helicopter rescue team patrols Mount Everest’s slopes from Base Camp to the balcony, going higher and further than any group has gone before to aid distressed climbers in need.
Jason Kessler and Jeff Miller are on a mission to find out if activities at the world’s most popular vacation destinations live up to their hype. Whether it’s testing out a jetpack in Newport Beach, California, or digging into a bowl of mofongo in Miami’s Little Havana, these seasoned travel writers decide if an adventure is really worth the time and money.
TOP SECRET BEACHES
2017   PRODUCED BY CITIZEN PICTURES

5x60   NEW   HD   Trvl

A wondrous journey awaits as adventure-seekers search for the world’s most stunning secluded beaches.

TOP SECRET SWIMMING HOLES
2016-2017   PRODUCED BY LMNO PICTURES, CITIZEN PICTURES

SEASONS 1-3 AVAILABLE   NEW   NEW EPISODES   HD   Trvl

Dive into the country’s most secluded places to cool off! From 100-foot waterfalls plunging into a pristine Arizona pool to a former plantation in Hawaii full of ancient aqueducts, these spots are worth the adventure.
Thrill seekers take on the most over-the-top, adrenaline-filled and nail-biting water rides across the globe.
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